4-7 MAP APPLICATION FOR
STATE SOVEREIGN LANDS
To obtain a reservation across State sovereign land for highway purposes.

4-7.1 Use
To accompany the Department’s request for a reservation over State sovereign lands.

4-7.2 Map Requirements
- Map shall be 22" x 36"
- Show relation of the right of way to ranchos, sections, or subdivisions.
- Basis of Bearing (when California Coordinate System used, include clause, grid factor and zone).
- California Coordinate System coordinates shown on at least two significant points.
- Adjacent record owners and their vesting document references.
- Surveyor’s statement attesting to accuracy of information shown on map, signature, Surveyor's license number and date of signature.
- All field evidence uncovered, recovered, and all monuments found or set should be shown.
- Symbols must be explained by legend; distances and bearings shown for all lines, and all other data necessary for the intelligent interpretation of the map.

- Insert the following on the map:

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
STATE LANDS DIVISION
This map is hereby approved and filed for record with the Division of State Lands pursuant to the provisions of Section 101.5 of the Streets and Highways Code. The sovereign lands under the jurisdiction of the State Lands Commission as they may lie within the right of way lines shown upon this map are hereby reserved for highway purposes.

APPROVED: Meeting of _____, 20 ___.
STATE LANDS COMMISSION
by ___________________________

_________________________
Title

See example of the Map Application for State Sovereign Lands.

References: R/W Manual.